The *Spice Girls* had it right, and they said it best. If you *Wannabe* successful, maybe we’d suggest...a *Parker Hall* location with an *administrative* view. *Say You'll be There* searching for this awesome crew. In the spirit of *Spice Girls*, there’s a *British* invasion. You’ll see what we mean at this *first-floor* location.

**Mayim Bialik** starred in the 90’s show, *Blossom*. This academic department cares about the world’s problems. Find a *first-floor* office near a *concrete canoe*. Get your stamp, look around – you may get a worldview.

At the core of *Will and Grace* is an unbreakable bond. Similar friendships exist in the *postgraduate pond*. This office strives to maintain *grad connections through events, communications, and geographical sections*. Even after school, you’re a *Miner* at your core. Find this *association’s house* – there’s a lot to explore.

If you’re into *Law and Order*, you’ll fit in here – if you need *help*, an employee from this department will appear! When you’re working in *law*, your judgement can’t be hasty because this department cares about *campus safety*!

*Whose Line is it Anyway?* brought improv to screen. This department knows a thing or two about making a scene. Create, learn a tongue, or ask the tough questions...those are just a few of our suggestions. A *second-floor* office is the stop you should find – it’s an academic department, so keep that in mind!

In the hunt for truth, with behaviors at play, follow this clue in *B.F. Skinner’s own way*. In a place where *X-Files* may be found, your stop is located one floor above ground.

Think like *Topanga* to find this next place – this *Boy Meets World* icon would feel at home in this space. It’s a place to get coffee, make a puzzle, or study.

*Seinfeld* was basically a show about nothing, but this campus *center* does a whole lot of something! There’s coaching, tutoring, and therapy dogs, it’s true – you’ll never hear these experts say, “*No soup for you!*” With *success* in mind, in a building of *innovation*, check them out in their new location.

*The Parent Trap* classic made us do a double take. Students go here needing a fix for an ache. Check-in is simple while you wait for the doc. It’s a *10th street adventure*, so have a nice walk!

*Step by Step*, this *college* is soaring – always inventing, discovering, and exploring. With *engineering* at heart and *innovation* at hand, this *third-floor* location is in high demand.

*Clueless* is not the right word for this *college*. With 9 academic departments, there’s a surplus of knowledge! *As if* you need another clue, it’s a *first-floor* location – a *Fulton Hall* stop, ending in *education*.

*Forrest Gump* taught us many lessons on life. This department teaches us how to do things just right. With *policies* at hand and *processes* to boot, *Centennial Hall* is your next stop on this pursuit.

We all wonder how *Fran* got such a good gig. This department gave her the tools to negotiate big. While she’d certainly stand out at the *Career Fair* in red, how about we go to the *third floor*, instead?

**Sporty Spice** would feel at home in this stop’s fit location. Catch a *game* or work alone in this place of operation. Have a *ball* and even more fun as you walk to this next building. *Multi-purpose accommodations are always so fulfilling.*

A big regional event took place during the 90s in this facility where games are played. You’ll find your item “hanging around” inside the arena. Show proof of photo to facility employee for your stamp!

Just like *Friends*, they’ll be there for you... when you need *creative* help or an announcement or two. *Joey* would be thrilled, as *subs are within a short distance*. *Lisa* is who you’ll find for stamping assistance.